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spacecraftprojects 
we are all astronauts 

transmissions 
jane sprague 

 
 
Long Beach Naples Island 
 
that it had to come out some other way 
this frustration with self ego other 
this frustration with nepotism 
this frustration with endless listened conversations of who got what job and where and when and 
how and by conduit of whom 
whose friend from whenever wherever 
  
whose old relationship with whom 
  
this frustration of internet architecture 
this frustration with pages designed to architect career and social networks  
  
some password protected some public 
  
this frustration of unemployment 
  
this frustration of bookery markets 
this frustration of contest entry fees 
this frustration of resigning from boards 
frustration of no thanks no sir no how 
  
or ma'am 
  
* 
  
I live on an island. A real island. It is California. It is a fake island. We have an Italian 
(Venetian) theme. 
  
The canals stink. There are pretty blossoms everywhere. 
  
I & live on an island. 
  
I & the city of "America's most diverse" (and also most segregate/discrete) 
  
I & the city of Long Beach. 
  

http://spacecraftproject.wordpress.com
http://spacecraftproject.wordpress.com/transmissions/
http://spacecraftproject.wordpress.com/jane-sprague/
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When I & first come here, a man says to me: Well you know, Long Beach is a very looooong 
beach. 
  
And it is so. 
  
When I meet Angelenos they tend to say: I like Long Beach. (That like has a deep italicized 
tone. They mean this. They are earnest in their liking of Long Beach). 
  
I & have come to believe that you can only like Long Beach with the deep italicised timbre of 
throat if you live somewhere else. 
  
They & tend to like with the deep italicised love the history of Long Beach the generally 
accepted fetish of sexy every longshoreman owns.  
  
The port says longshoreworkers. It's a clunky word in the mouth and clunked up my poem. 
  
They & tend to like Emma Goldman not able to stay. They & tend to like union protests (in 
history books or historical monuments). 
  
They & tend to assume I & are here because we work at the university. I & do not work at the 
university. I work no where. & works someplace else. & gets there by bicycle or car. 
  
They & tend to assume that I & or some fragment of I or & worked at the university of the last 
place. I & did not work at the university of the other place. 
  
Oh so you were students? 
  
No. I & were not students of the university of the other place. 
  
We grow tired of these assumptions. We grow tired of the questions. They are always always the 
same. 
  
I & grow tired of the offense taken when we answer the questions wrongly to the They & asking 
the questions. I & grow tired of the look on the face of the They & when we reply with sardonic 
wit or morose humor or just blank negating sentences of no I & did not work at the university of 
the other place. We lived there. We worked in a variety of elsewheres. 
  
I & want to erode this They. This They &. We want to wear it down.   
  
I & want to find way through the talk of jobs and jobbing we want to talk through the way of 
how one's language might be one's industry and how one's language might be one's art. We want 
to talk through a way of how these are often mutually exclusive. We want to talk through the 
way of arguments teaming these ways up. We want to talk through the way of job markets and 
degrees. We want to talk through the way of adopting curs pups kits kids and lingua franca to 
suit you. 
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I & fix on this and puzzle.  
  
They & don't like this line of logic. It is the line of logic that also equals I & live on an island. It 
is a real island. The island is fake. Made. False. It is a real island of sand and blooming houses.  
  
They & don't like this line of logic that says how one's language as one's industry is then not also 
one's art. Sometimes, p is also not p. 
  
I not so good at logic but &, he excels. And also his he, he excels too. 
  
We want to talk through how p not p is also job not job. 
  
I & want to shape some way of reason. 
  
But it is all so much speaking in tongues. 
  
Inventing of language. 
  
Or using this already one wrongly. This is the logic of I will use this one wrongly. I & will use it 
wrongly all the time now. Use it wrongly in our insignificant jobs. Use it wrongly in bed. Use it 
wrongly with our offspring. I & using it wrongly all the time now. I and insert longshoreworker 
into the poem even though we do not like what it does to the rhythm. Still, we insert 
longshoreworker for the women. We remember how they fought. That was when we left this 
place the last time for the green and endless quiet of the other place. Where we worked in 
warehouses and kitchens. Where we worked in schools of many kinds with pedigrees called 
mogrel. We know what it is to have the job in warehouses and kitchens that pays the rent. The 
job with enough left over for pizza and for beer. We know how that can be and so for the women 
who fought for the jobs, this was the 80s, we insert longshoreworker into the poem. Even though 
we bet hardly anybody other than the Port of Long Beach web content editor PR person or 
reported cares about this distinction. We hunch that the women are indeed called longshoremen. 
  
But that was then.  
  
This is now. 
  
In Long Beach. On my fake island full of trees. 
  
It is not my island of course. I just live here. 
  
For now. 
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* 
 
the Mexican women ride buses on and off the island. They come in the morning. They leave in 
the late afternoon. The red buses are red for the tourists. Who are the tourists to Long Beach, I’d 
like to know? 
 
the Mexican women come on red buses to the island. here, they sweep kitchens, cook meals and 
push strollers carrying white children white girls and boys. 
 
this is the way of it. 
 
this is the way of it in our America’s most diverse city. 
 
the Mexican men come in trucks. do you already know how this story goes: the Mexican men 
tend the gardens pull weeds sprinkle composted manure. the Mexican men aren’t here in the 
night for the heavy scenting blooms. 
 
several homeless on the island. one homeless is very loud and likes to take on cars. in the street. 
she preaches gospel of her own. another homeless sleeps on the stoop by the realtor’s office. our 
landlord is the realtor. I take secret pleasure from the fact that this is homeless preferred open 
bunk as I know he would not like this oh no he would no like it not even one little bit. 
 
yesterday, a lone skinny pit bull wandered across the bridge onto the island. he had no collar but 
even if he did being a pit bull I would not have gotten close to him as they make me afraid. 
 
that is a pedigree to stay away from. 
 
bad things happen in Long Beach. yesterday, a pit bull went psycho on his owner and chewed up 
her face. I think they were saying she will live but what about her pet dog the one who went 
psycho and chewed up her face I can’t imagine they will let that pit live. 
 
if there are good things happening here it is the kind of good between people. I have been 
looking and looking for the larger social good but I can not find it here. here, I am watching the 
ships coming in, in, in.  
 
here, I am watching trash wash up, up, up.  
 
here, I am watching my debts grow, grow, grow. 
 
here, I fill my days tutoring other people’s children in a kind of grammar even I do not know 
how to teach. 
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that really pulls my past progressive tense. 
 
that really pisses my imperfect pronoun  right the hell off. 
that really sticks in my Palos Verde Estates weirdly rich and working from home but never 
working always drinking or drunk smoking cigarettes and cases and cases of shoes Serbian lots 
of nice big art and women dressed to the nines chaw. 
 
that really chaps my future perfect progressive No Child Left Behind in Santa Ana ass. 
 


